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This paper is devoted to proving the following: Suppose that f(x,, . . . . x,) is a 
rational function with coefficients in F, a finite extension of GF(q), and that for 
every finite extension E of F, if (ar, . . . . a,,)E E” and f(a,, . . . . a,) is defined, then 
TrEIGFc,) f(alT . . . . a,) = 0. Then there exists a rational function g(x,, . . . . x.) with 
coefficients in F such that f(x,, . . . . x,,) = g(x,, . . . . x,) - g(x,, . . . . x,,)‘. We tirst give a 
self-contained elementary proof. We also show that our result is a consequence of 
the relatively deep Lang-Weil Theorem. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The additive form of Hilbert’s Theorem 90 [2, 33 states that if F is a field 
and K is a cyclic extension of F whose Galois group is generated by c, then 
every element of K with trace 0 can be written in the form ~-a(a) for 
some c1 in K. Recah that this applies in particular to the case that F is the 
finite field GF(q), E is a finite extension of F, and 6: /? --+ pq is the Frobenius 
automorphism. 
Here we are concerned with an analogous result for rational functions 
with coefficients in a finite field. 
Let p be a prime and q = p’, where r is a positive integer. Let Q be the 
algebraic closure of GF(p). We denote by H(x,, . . . . x,,) the rational func- 
tion field over a field H in the algebraically independent indeterminates 
XI) . . . . x,. Let f(x,, . . . . x,) E Q(xr, . . . . x,) and let F be a finite extension of 
GF(q). We say f(xl, . . . . x,) is q-traceless above F if f(x,, . . . . X,)E 
4x I , ..., x,) and, if for every finite extension E of F and for each choice of 
a,, . . . . ~1, from E, we have TrE,.IGpCrll f(a,, . . . . a,) = 0 whenever f(a,, . . . . a,) is 
defined (i.e., whenever f can be written so that its denominator does not 
have (al, . . . . a,) as a zero). 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
The U.S. Goverment’s right to retain a nonexclusive royalty-free license in and to the 
copyright covering this paper, for governmental purposes, is acknowledged. 
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THEOREM 1. [f‘ f’( s, . . . . . s,,) is y-traceless ahoce F then there exists 
g( x, , . . . . x,,) in F( s, , . . . . .r,, ) such that 
f( ,Y, , . . . . x,,) = g( s, , . . . . .v,, ) - g(s, . . ..) xn )Y. 
Note that there is a converse of Theorem 1 which is easy. Suppose that 
g(x,, . . . . x,) E F(s,, . . . . s,,) and .f(s,, . . . . x,,) = g(.u,, . . . . x,) - g(x,, . . . . x,,)~, 
that E is a finite extension of F, and that (sir , . . . . a,) E E” with f(~, , . . . . a,,) 
defined. Then g( c(, , . . . . c(,) is defined and Tr,.,,,,, f( a,, . . . . a,) = 0. 
Theorem 1 would be false if we were to replace the hypothesis 
“q-traceless above F” by certain natural sounding weaker hypotheses, say 
the hypothesis that TY,‘~~-(~, f(a,, . . . . a,) = 0 for all a,, . . . . a,, in F for which 
a ) is defined. A counterexample is the case q= 2, F= GF(2), p?;; .;: 
Our work was motivated by two results which hold when p = 2. The first 
example is the even characteristic case of Stickelberger’s Theorem [ 11. This 
states that if f(x) is a manic square-free polynomial of degree m over 
GF(2’) then the parity of 171 minus the number of irreducible factors off(-vu) 
is given by 
Tr,,,~,:,,,,(p(f)), 
where p is a certain rational function of the coefficients off. A natural ques- 
tion is to what extent p is uniquely determined. Our theorem answers this 
question. 
Similarly if 
Q(x,, . . . . x,,)= C a,x,.xi 
i<j 
is a quadratic form with coeflicients in GF(2’) then the Arf invariant is 
given by 
where p(Q) is a certain rational function of the coefficients of Q [IS]. Again 
our result tells us the extent to which f is uniquely determined. 
We thank the referee for correcting several errors in the original 
manuscript. 
2. ELEMENTARY PROOF 
In this section we give a long but elementary proof. In Section 3 we give 
a much shorter proof based on the Lang-Weil Theorem concerning 
numbers of points in varieties over finite fields [4]. 
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The set of q-traceless functions turns out to be technically difficult to 
work with because it is not a priori obvious that the set of rational func- 
tions q-traceless above F is closed under addition. (The problem is that the 
sum of two functions may be defined at more points than either function 
is individually.) This motivates the following definition. 
Let F be a finite extension of GF(q) and let P(x,, . . . . x,) be a nonzero 
polynomial in Q[x,, . . . . x,]. We say that f(x,, . . . . x,) E F(x,, . . . . x,) is 
q-traceless above F when P # 0 if for all finite extensions E of F and all 
(g 1, ..., a,) E E”, if P(cr,, . . . . CI,) # 0 then f(cr,, . . . . CI,,) is defined and 
Tr E/GF(q) ftal 7 ...v %) = O. 
We say that f(x,, . . . . x,) is generically q-traceless above F if there is a 
nonzero 
P(x,, . ..) x,) E B[x,, . . . . x,,] 
such that f(x,, . . . . x,) is q-traceless above F when P # 0. 
If f(x i, . . . . x,) is q-traceless above F then it is generically q-traceless 
above F since we may take P(x ,, . . . . x,) to be the denominator of F. Thus 
it will suffice to prove 
THEOREM 1’. Iff(x I, . . . . x,) is generically q-traceless above F, then there 
exists g(xl, . . . . x,) in F(x,, . . . . x,) such that 
fb,, -*., x,) = gb , , . . . . .x,) - g(x, 1 .'., x,)q. 
The generically q-traceless functions are closed under addition. Indeed, if 
fib,, .**, x,) is q-traceless above F when P, #O and fi(xl, . . . . x,) is 
q-traceless above F when PI # 0, then f, + f2 is q-traceless above F when 
P, P2 #O. It is also clear that if CI E GF(q) and f is generically q-traceless 
then af is generically q-traceless. 
We begin with the special case of Theorem 1’ in which q = p and f = f(x) 
is a function of just one variable. We shall be concerned only with proving 
that f(x)= g(x)- g(x)P for some g(x) in Q(x), but we shall not be 
concerned for now with where the coefficients of g lie. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that f (x) E F(x) is generically p-traceless above 
F. Then f(x) = g(x) - g(x)” for some g(x) E Q(x). 
Proof: Suppose that there exists a generically p-traceless function f(x) 
which is not of the form g(x) - g(x)“. We shall derive a contradiction by 
showing that the existence of f(x) implies the existence of a function 
satisfying self-contradictory conditions. 
The function f(x) cannot be constant since the equation p - py = c( can 
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always be solved for fi in R. It follows that .f’(.~) has at least one zero 
(possibly at Y,‘). Iff(x) does not have a zero at #YI#, then let IX be a finite 
zero and replacef(.u) byf(cc + (I/X)), which is zero at 8xf. 
The new function f(s) satisfies 
(Pl ) f(.u) is generically p-traceless above some finite subfield F of Q. 
(P2) f(x) is not of the form g(x)- g(.u)“. 
(P3) .f(,ZC)=O. 
This follows from 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that 
is a linear fractional transformation with a, 6, c, de 52 and ad-be #O. 
Suppose that f(x) E Q(x). Then 
(a) f(h(x)) has the form g(x) - g(x)” if and ouly iff(x) does. 
(b) If f(x) is generically p-traceless above F, then f(h(x)) is generi- 
cally p-traceless above F(a, 6, c, d), the field generated by F, a, b, c, and d. 
Proof. (a) This follows from the fact that f(x)+ f(h(x)) is an 
automorphism of Q(x). 
(b) Since f(x) is generically p-traceless above F and f(x) has only 
one variable, we know that, except for a finite set of exceptional CI E Q, 
Tr E/GF(p) f(a) = 0 
for c( in a finite extension E of F. Let E be any extension of F(a, b, c, d) and 
suppose that CI E E and that h(u) is neither 3cj nor one of the finite set of 
exceptional values above. Then h(u) E E and TrEIGFCpj f(h(a)) = 0. Thus 
f(h(x)) is generically p-traceless above F(a, 6, c, d). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Now let us return to our function f(x) satisfying (Pl t(P3). We can 
expand f(x) in partial fractions in Q(x). Suppose that the poles off(x) are 
at c, , . . . . ck. Then we may write 
f(x)=(&+ .” +(uy”;; ,,,)+ ... 
I 
A A krr 
+ -.LL+ . . . + 
.y - ck > (x-cck)Q . 
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Now by repeatedly subtracting functions of the form 
we can obtain another functionf(x) satisfying 
(P4) The partial fraction expansion of f(x) contains no nonzero 
terms of the form A/(x - c)’ with p 1 t. 
Since functions of the form g(x) - g(x)” are a GF( p)-linear subspace of 
Q(x) contained in the GF( p)-linear subspace of generically p-traceless func- 
tions in Q(x), it follows that the new functionf(x) again also satisfies (PI) 
(using a suitably extended field) and (P2). Furthermore, j(x) obviously 
satisfies (P3 ). 
For all functions f(x) in Q(x) satisfying (Pl)-(P4) there exists one for 
which the maximum order of all the poles is minimum. Suppose this mini- 
mum (of the maxima) is m. Replace f(x) if necessary to obtain a function 
f(x) satisfying (Pl)-(P4) and 
(P5) The maximum order of all the poles off(x) is m. 
Note that from (P4), m is prime to p. 
Suppose that our current f(x) is p-traceless above F0 when the polyno- 
mial P(x) # 0. Let F be a finite subfield of Q which satisfies 
(fl) FzF,,; 
(f2) F contains all the c;s and A,‘s in the partial fraction expansion 
of.f(*~); 
(f3) F contains all the zeros of the polynomial P(x); 
(f4) the cardinality IFI of F satisfies IFI 3 m2 and IFI > 2m + 1; 
(f5) F contains a primitive nzth root of unity, which exists in R 
because m is prime to p. 
Then our current f(x) satisfies (Pl)-(PS) and 
(P6) If E is a finite extension of F and c( E E, CI $ F thenf(cr) is defined 
and Z’T~~~~,~)~(C~) = 0. 
Next we symmetrize the current f(x) to obtain a new highly symmetric 
function still satisfying all our conditions. 
Let S be the set of all a in F such that f(x + a) =f(x) (as functions of 
x). Suppose that QE F, a $ S. Let T, denote the automorphism of Q(x) 
which assigns to each rational function f(x) the function f(x + a). Let Z 
denote the identity automorphism. 
In this notation the currentf(x) satisfies (I- T,) f(x) #O. One may then 
481:141:2-8 
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easily verify that (I- T,,),f’(s) satisfies (PI), (P3 ), (P4). and (P6). 
Condition (P4) and (I- T,,)f(x)#O imply that (I- T,).f‘(x) satisfies (P2) 
(by considering the partial fraction expansion of g(.u)). Since .f(~) satisfies 
(PS), the maximum order of all the poles of (I- T,)~(x) is 6m. But since 
m has been chosen minimum, we see that (I- r,) j(x) also itself satisfies 
(P5). Thus (I- T,)f(.u) satisfies (Pl)-(P6). It is also easily seen that 
(I - T,) f( x ) is invariant under translation by elements of S. Now apply 
the operator I- T, again. If (I- Ta)‘f(x) # 0, we again obtain a function 
satisfying (Pl )-( P6) and invariant under translations by elements of S. But 
Thus there is a k > 1 such that 
(I- T,)‘f(x) = 0 
but 
(I- T,)“p’f(x)#O. 
The function (I- T,)k ~ ‘f(x) satisfies (Pl )-( P6) and is invariant under 
translations by elements of SW (a}. It is clear now that we may continue 
this symmetrization procedure until we arrive at a new function f(x) 
satisfying (Pl )-( P6) and 
(P7) f(x) is invariant under translations by all elements of F. 
It follows from (P3), (P4), (P5), and (P7) that f(?s) has the form 
with A,EF, A,#O, and Ai=O forpli. 
Let o E F be a primitive m th root of unity. (F has been chosen to contain 
0.) We have 
By our lemma f’(x/o) satisfies (Pl) and (P2) and it is easily seen that it 
satisfies (P3) and (P4). If j”(x) -f(x/o) # 0 we would obtain a function 
satisfying (Pl )-( P4) with all poles of order cm, contradicting the mini- 
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mality of m. It follows that f(x) =f(x/o) and therefore that Ai=O for 
1 < i< m. Thus our current f(x) satisfying (Pl)-(P7) is actually of the form 
1 
f’(-~)=A.c;F(,y-c),n 
for some AEF, AZO. 
Next we compute the sum 
CL re&--C)M’ 
Temporarily we denote by q the size of the field F. First note that 
Now let t be another indeterminate and form the generating function 
G(t)=;, (ZF&) l’. 
We have, by summing a geometric series, 
Using our formula for 




It is now clear that if m d q, then 
Remark. By expanding the preceding expression for G(t) in powers of 
t, one may show that 
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We have chosen F so that q > 2m + 1 so we have q 2 nz and therefore 
f(s) = A (5 - .Y‘l )“’ 
for some nonzero ‘4 in F. 
Suppose that E is any finite extension of F and that CY E E, LY $ F. Define 
r~Fby 
T = Tr,t- ( A (a _ ay)“l )=A.Tr,.:,((a-laq)~). 
We show that r = 0. Indeed, since f(x) satisfies (P6) we must have 
Tr F,GRp,(T) =o. 
Now replace CI by a/y where y is an arbitrary 
then have 
Tr F’GF, JT~) = 0 
nonzero element of F. We 
for all 7 E F, 7 # 0. But the additive subgroup of F generated by the ym is 
closed under multiplication. Hence it is a subfield and contains at least 
1+4-l --a 1 +y2>;; 
m 4 
elements. (Here we use our assumption q > HZ’.) It follows that this 
subgroup is all of F and therefore 
for all 6 in F. Thus r = 0. Since A #O we have shown that for all finite 
extensions E of F 
when aEE, a&F. 
Let us take the particular case E = GF(q3). Then E contains precisely q2 
elements fl with TrEIF(fl) = 0. At least q2 - q of these elements are not in F. 
For any such /? we have 
Tr,!,(fl) = fi + B” + fly2 = 0 
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by the definition of the trace. On the other hand, by Hilbert’s Theorem 90, 
all such j? can be written in the form a - ay for some a E E. Since fi 4 F we 
have x 4 F and 
or 
/y”‘( 8”’ + pm/) + p” + m4 = 0, 
Substituting /?“’ = -(/? + a4), we have 
(- l)“‘(p+ fi”)“(B”+ jY4) +/j’n+my=O 
which is a polynomial equation of degree 2qm satisfied by all these /I. But 
then this polynomial has at least q2 - q roots. Thus we must have 
q2-qG2qm 
(namely q < 2m + 1) contradicting condition (f4) in the construction of F. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1. 
Next we show how to prove a strengthened version of Proposition 1 
where we replace p-traceless functions of one variable by q-traceless 
functions of one variable. (We have restored q to its original meaning.) 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that f(x) is generically q-traceless above F. 
Then there is a rational function g(x) in Q(x) such that 
f(x) = g(x) - g(x)‘. 
Prooj Suppose thatf(x) is q-traceless above F when P(x) # 0. Let a be 
in GF(q), let E be any extension of F, and suppose a E E satisfies P(a) # 0. 
Then 
Tr EIGnp,(af(a)) = Tr,n,,lGRp,(a TrE!GFcrIlf(a)) = 0. 
Thus af(x) is generically p-traceless above F for all a E GF(q). 
Now let a,, . . . . a, be a linear basis for GF(q) = GF( p’) over GF( p). Then 
from Proposition 1 we may choose h,(x), . . . . h,(x) so that 
aif = h,(x) - hi(x)P, i=l r. 7 *a*, 
We now give a construction which is based on a formal heuristic argument. 
Formally we expect that the desired function g(x) is given by the infinite 
series 
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In the same way the hi are given formally by 
h,(.U)=u,f(.u)+(a,f(.Kl)“+(a,f(.K))f~+ ‘... 
This suggests that 
for i= 1, . . . . r. Thus we expect the functions g(x)“’ to satisfy a certain set of 
linear equations. This suggests the following construction. Consider the 
system of r equations in r unknown rational functions g,, . . . . g,: 
u,g,+ ... +a~‘-‘g,=h, 
u,g,+ ..' +uy'g,=h,. 
The matrix of coefficients (a;‘) is nonsingular. Otherwise there would be 
Cl 9 . . . . c,, not all zero in GF(q), such that c,a+c,&‘+ ... +~,a~‘-‘=0 for 
all a in GF(q), and a polynomial of degree Q pr ~ ’ would have pr zeros, a 
contradiction. 
Taking the pth powers of all the equations in the preceding system and 
using hp = h, - aif, we find that 
u+ gP, gf, ...? gP- 1) 
also solves the system of equations. Thus we have 
g1 =.f+ grp and gi = kc- I for i> I. 
It follows immediately that g, = f + gy so that g, is the desired function. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 2. 
Remark. The forma1 method which motivated the preceding proof 
could actually be justified by the use of formal power series in the style of 
the proofs which follow. 
Now we extend to functions of several variables. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose thatf(x , , . . . . x,,) is generically q-traceless above 
F. Then there is a rational function g(x,, . . . . x,,) in Q(x,, . . . . x,) such that 
f(x ,) . . . . x,) = g(x,, . . . . x,) - g(x,, . ..) x,)4. 
Proof: Suppose that f(.u,, . . . . x,,) is q-traceless above F when 
P(x, , . . . . .Y,~) # 0. Our proof is by induction on the number n of variables. 
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We have already proved our result for n = 1. Suppose that n > 1. Denote 
one of the variables by x and the remaining variables by y which then 
represents an (n - 1 )-tuple of indeterminates. In this notation we may write 
f(x, v) = 
c,(v)x’+ . . . + c(J( y) 
d,(Y) xs + ... +d,(yl 
(2) 
where the c’s and d’s are polynomials in y with coeflkients in F. We may 
assume that d,(y) # 0. 
We may also write 
P(x, y)=P,(y)x~+P[+,(y)x’+‘+ . ..) 
where the Pi( J?) are polynomials in )’ and Pr( y) # 0. 
Now we expand f(x, y) as a formal Laurent series in powers of XC’. 
For such a formal Laurent series we denote by ord,,(f(x, y)) the exponent 
of the highest power of .Y in the series with nonzero coeffkient 
(ord,(O) = -co ). Suppose that m B 0 and ord,( f (x, y)) G m. Then we may 
write 
f(x, y)=a,(y)x”+ ... +a,o’)x 
+ao(y)+u-,(y)x--‘+ . . . . 
where the a’s are rational functions of 4; allowing the possibility that 
&?l(.Y)=O. 
Let W be the set of values cx of I’, ~~52”~‘, with P,(a) d,(a) #O. Suppose 
c1 E W. Since d,(a) #O it follows from the long division procedure for the 
Laurent series that the u’s are all defined at a. Also f(x, a) is a rational 
function of x that has the Laurent series expansion 
Moreover, if F’ is the field generated by F and the ci(a) and the di(a), then 
f(x, a) is q-traceless above F’ when P(x, a) #O. (Since P,(a) #O, P(x, a) is 
not the zero polynomial.) Therefore by Proposition 2 there is a rational 
function g(x, a) of x, depending on the parameter a, not necessarily in a 
rational way, such that 
fk a) = g(x, a) - g(x, aP. 
Also we have ord,Xg(x, a) d m/q. Thus, for an appropriate integer k, 
independent of a, we may write 
g(.u,a)=b,(a)xk+bk-,(a)xk-‘+ ..., 
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where the h’s are defined for QE I+‘, but are not necessarily rational. Then 
we must have 
b,(a)-b,(a)Y=c&J(a). 
Let 
and, for c( E W, let 
Then &,(x, v) is a rational function of s and y and g,(x, a) is rational in 
x for each a E W. Also we have 
fob, a) = g&, a) - gdx, Co” (for ae W) (3) 
and bothf,(x, a) and g,(x, a) have zero constant term. 
In this case, for each a E W, we can solve for b,(a), j # 0, and in fact, 
more explicitly, for each j, 
where the series on the right, for a given j, contains exactly those terms 
where the index j/qi is an integer. This shows that the bj(a)‘s, j# 0, really 
can be regarded as rational functions bj( y) evaluated at a. 
Now consider the formal Laurent series 
g,(x, ~‘)=b,()1)Xn+b,_1(4’),~n-‘+ ... 
whose coefficients are rational functions of I?. From the way g,(x, y) has 
been constructed we know that 
fok Y) = g,k J!) - g,(x, Y)” 
as formal Laurent series (the coefficients of both sides agree on W). 
We wish to show that g,(x, JJ) is rational. We know that if aE W then 
g,(x, a) is a rational function. If its denominator has degree D, then, from 
(2) and (3) we must have D<z= [s/q]. 
It is also clear from the theory of continued fractions (or just by solving 
homogeneous equations) that there exist polynomials u(x, y) and V(X, y) 
with v(x, y) # 0 and u(x, ~1) of degree <Z in x such that 
ordJrl(x, y) g,(x, Y) - 4x, v)) < --;. 
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Now if we substitute CI with d,(a) # 0 for y we will have 
ord.,(u(x, a) g,(x, a) - u(x, a)) < --z. 
But, if we multiply u(x, a) g,(x, a)- u(x, a) by the denominator of 
g,(x, a), we raise the order by at most z obtaining a polynomial whose 
order is ~0. This is possible only if o(x, a) g,(x, a) = u(x, a). It follows that 
u(x, y) g,(x, y) = u(x, y) as power series and thus 
4x7 Y) gdx, y) = - 
44 Y) 
is rational. Now we know that f, = g, - gg for some rational function g, so 
that f, is generically q-traceless. Therefore f-f0 is a generically q-traceless 
function of one fewer variable. By induction a,,(y) = b,( y) -b,( y)” for 
some rational function b,(y). It follows that 
where 
fb, Y) = dx, I,) - id-% Y)“, 
dx, Y) = gdx, y) + b,(y). 
This proves Proposition 3. 
Now to complete the proof of Theorem 1 we need to prove the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that F is a finite subfield of 52 containing GF(q) 
and f(x, , . . . . x,) E F(x, , . . . . x,) and g(x,, . . . . x,) E 12(x,, . . . . x,) and 
fb,, . . . . x,) = Ax,, . ..? x,1 - g(.r,, . . . . XJ 
Then there exist h(x,, . . . . x,) E F(x,, . . . . x,) and 1’ E 12 such that 
dx, , . . . . x,) = h(x,, . . . . x,,) + y. 
Proof Let q’ be the number of elements in F. There is a well-defined 
automorphism r + r’@‘, of Q(x, , . . . . x,) where Y’~” is obtained by replacing 
all the coefftcients of r by their q’th powers. The invariants of this 
automorphism are easily seen to be the rational functions with coeffficients 
in F. 
Now suppose that 
g- g”=f: 
Then applying our automorphism we have 
g (Y’) _ ( g’Y”)Y =A 
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and subtracting these two equations we find that 
g-g 
Ir/‘)= (g- g”/ I)” 
so that g- g’@‘= c E GF(q). Choose y E Q so that 7 - yy = c. Then 
(g - y)‘“” = g’Y” - pf” = glY’l _ y = g _ ?r’. 
Hence h(.~, ) . . . . x,) = g(x, , .,., x,,) - 7 has coefftcients in F. This proves 
Proposition 4. 
Now we finish the proof of Theorem 1’. Suppose that j-(-u,, . . . . x,) is 
generically q-traceless above F. By Proposition 3 
fh , ) . . . . x,) = g(x, , . . . . x,,) - gb, , ..., Y )" I ,I 
where g(?s ,, . ..., u,) E Q(s,, . . . . s,). By Proposition 4, g(x,, . . . . x,) = 
W 1, . . . . x,) + y where 
h(.u,, . . . . x,) E F(x,, . . . . x,~) 
and y E Q. We need to show that 7 E F. Let c = y - yy. Then c E F and since 
fb , , . . . . x,) and 
h(x 1, . . . . x,,) - h(x,, . . . . MY,)” 
are generically q-traceless above F, the constant function c is generically 
q-traceless above F. Choose P(x, , . . . . x,) E Q[x, , . . . . x,] a nonzero polyno- 
mial so that (the function) c is q-traceless above F when P # 0. Choose a 
finite extension E of F whose degree [E: F] is prime to p and such that IEl 
is greater than the degree of P(x,, . . . . x,). Then P cannot be identically 0 
on E”. (See Proposition 6 below.) We may therefore choose (a,, . . . . ~1,) E E” 
where P( a L, . . . . a,) # 0. We may then conclude that 
Tr,,,,,c = TrFIGF,,, Tr,,,c = CE : Fl Tr,,,,,,c = 0. 
But [E: F] # 0 mod p. Thus Tr,lcRy, c = 0. It follows then from Hilbert’s 
Theorem 90 that all the solutions y to y - yy = c are in F, which was what 
we needed to prove. This completes the proof of our main result. 
3. AN ALTERNATE PROOF BASED ON A THEOREM 
OF LANG AND WEIL 
It is possible to give a relatively short proof of Theorem 1 based on the 
following relatively deep theorem of Lang and Weil [4]. 
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Suppose that P(x,, . . . . x,) EQ[x,, . . . . x,,] is any polynomial. For any 
integral power q of p we denote by N(P, q) the number of points (a,, . . . . a,) 
in (GF(q))” such that P(a,, . . . . 01,) = 0. 
THEOREM 2 (Lang-Weil). Suppose that P(x,, . . . . x,) is an irreducible 
polynomial in Q[x ,, . . . . x,]. Then there exists a real constant C such that 
IN(P,q)-qn~‘I<Cqn~3!z forallq. 
Lang and Weil actually prove a much more general version of 
Theorem 2. We do not need even as much as Theorem 2. The essence of 
Theorem 2 is that N(P, q) is approximately q”-’ for large q. We do not 
need the precise form of the error; in fact we can get by with the following 
corollary of Theorem 2. 
PR~P~~ITI~N 5. If  P(x,, . . . . X,)E Q[x , , . . . . x,] is irreducible, then 
*im N(P, 4) l -= 
4-‘*, q n-1 
COROLLARY. suppose that A(x, , . . . . x,, y) E Q[x,, . . . . x,, y] has k 
distinct irreducible factors. Then 
lim sup ~, WA, 4)<k 
4-a q” . 
Proof: The corollary follows immediately from the observation that if 
A ,, . . . . A, are the irreducible factors of A, then 
N(A,q)GNA,,q)+ ... +NA,,q). 
We note that there is a result similar to the preceding corollary but 
whose proof is completely elementary. 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that 
P(x I, . . . . X,)EQC-XI, --., -cl1 
is a polynomial of degree d. Then 
N(P, q)<dq”-‘. 
COROLLARY. If P is a nonzero polynomial in Q[x,, . . . . x,], then 
lim N(P’ ‘) = 0 
q-r 4” . 
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Now we show how to derive Theorem 1 from the preceding corollaries. 
Suppose that F is a finite extension of GF(q) andJ’(s,, . . . . x,,) E F(s,, . . . . x,) 
is q-traceless above F. Let f‘= P/Q where P and Q are relatively prime in 
F[.Y;, . . . . x,,] and consider the polynomial 
A(.Y 1, ..., -r,,, 1’) _ = (3(x,, . . . . A-,,)( J’- j-4) - P(.u,, . ..) s,,). 
Let E be a finite extension of F and let (u,, . . . . CI,) be in E” with 
Q(cc,, . . . . cc,,)#O. The number of such il-tuples is IEl”-N(Q, IEl). Sincefis 
q-traceless above F, the equation 
Q(a ,) . ..) a,)( y - y4) - P(cc,) . . . . a,,) = 0 
has a solution in E by Hilbert’s Theorem 90 applied to f(a,, . . . . a,). But if 
/I solves this equation so does j3 + 7 for any 1’ E GF(q). Hence to each of 
these n-tuples (a,, . . . . a,) we can associate q zeros of A in En+‘, namely 
{(al,...,a,,p+l;)lYEGF(q)J. 
It follows that 
Suppose that IFI = p”‘. Then IEl = pm’ for some i. Suppose that k is the 
number of irreducible factors of A. Then 
NA, pi) . k>limsupT 2 hm sup 
MA, P”‘) 
i-r 





= 1 - lim N(Q’ ‘“‘) q  = q. 
( i- x P 
nmi 
> 
Here the last steps use the corollary to Proposition 6. This shows that A 
has at least q irreducible factors. Since P(x,, . . . . x,,) and Q(x,, . . . . x,~) are 
relatively prime, all of these factors must be of degree 2 1 in y. On the 
other hand, A has degree q in J. Consequently A must factor into a 
product of q factors each of degree 1 in J. But, of course, for each such 
factor Qj y - P, we lind that 
is a solution g to f = g - gy. This proves Theorem 1, except for showing 
that the coefficients of g lie in F. For this we still proceed as in the first 
proof of Theorem 1. 
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Remark. The Lang-Weil Theorem can also be used to prove that if 
Fz GF(q) and 
f(x P(x 
I, . . . . -x,) 1, . . . . XJ = Q( XI, . . . . x,)’ P, Q E FCx,, . . . . ~~,I, 
satisfies NE..GFCgj f(a,, . . . . LX,) = 1 whenever E is a finite extension of F, 
(a I, . . . . a,,) E E” and P(cr, , . . . . G)#O, Q(a,, . . . . cc,)#O, then 
f(*y , , **., x,*) = g(x, ) . ..) XH)Y - I 
for some 
d-r, , . . . . x,) E F(x,, . . . . x,). 
This would use the multiplicative form of Hilbert’s Theorem 90. 
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